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Abstrat Benhmarking optimization methods and meaningful haraterization of optimization problems
have been the foal points of many researh projets done in the eld of global optimization. Our
approah aims at investigating this topi with the usage of the omputational and mathematial
tools of network siene. For a partiular test problem a network formed by all the minima found by
an optimization method an be onstruted. Given these networks the analysis of their partiular
properties (e.g. degree distribution, path lengths, entrality measures, et.) an lead to novel
haraterization of optimization problems and methods.
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1. Introduction





together with optimization methods belonging to the lass of inomplete and asymptotially
omplete methods [1℄. Several benhmarking tehniques have been proposed already (see, e.g. [2,
3℄) with the goal of giving hints on whih optimization methods should be used in order to solve
ertain type of optimization problems in an eient way. Our method omplements these works
with the help of the emerging eld of network siene.
2. Methodology
The proposed methodology takes inspirations from the early work of Stillinger and Weber [4℄,
in whih potential energy landsapes of some atomi lusters were formed into networks. The
idea was that these landsapes an be divided into basins of attrations surrounding eah loally
minimal energy level. This approah was later suessfully applied to the analysis of network
topology of the potential funtion of small Lennard-Jones lusters [5℄. In this ase the so-alled
inherent struture network an be built in whih nodes orrespond to the minima and the edges
link those minimum whih are diretly onneted by a transition state. The same idea an be
used for ombinatorial optimization problems [6℄. We give here a possible extension of these
ideas to the spae of ontinuous optimization problems and methods.
Given an optimization test problem, dene a reasonable ne grid in its searh spae. Let
xS be a point on this grid. We take xS as the starting point of the investigated optimization
method. For eah and every starting point the results of the optimization methods (i.e. the
stationary points found from that starting point) is reorded. Now the stationary point network
(SPN) an be onstruted: the verties of this graph are the stationary points found by the
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optimization method, and two verties are onneted if they were found from the same starting
point. Note that in ase of a deterministi solver this denition would never produe any edge,
so in that ase the denition needs to be modied. A simple example is given in Setion 3.
Similar onstrution is used in itedoye (and alled inherent struture network) and in [6℄ (alled
loal optima network).
One these SPN graphs are onstruted for eah method and for eah test funtions, their
properties ould be used as omparison of the methods and problems in question.
Graph measures In the following we give an inomplete list of graph measures, taken from
network siene, together with their interpretations in the loal optima networks ontext.
Size of the network is dened as the number of nodes. Clearly, this represents the number of
loal minima found by the optimizer.
Node degree is the number of edges a node has to other nodes. In our ase this measures the
number of adjaent stationary points. Related to this, it is worth onsidering the nodes
degree distribution.
Average path length is dened as the average value of all shortest paths in the network. This
measure indiates that how many non-loal jumps should be taken, on average, from one
basin to another to reah the one representing the global optimum value.
Diameter is the size of the longest of all shortest paths. This gives a worst-ase senario
regarding the number of non-loal jumps to reah the global minimum.
Betweenness entrality for a given node is alulated as the fration of paths onneting all
pairs of nodes and ontaining the node of interest. We hypothesize that the global optima
have the highest betweenness entrality value.
3. Preliminary results
Currently we have a prototype framework in whih two methods (a simple steepest deent (SD),
and Dierential Evolution (DE) [7℄) are implemented along with some standard optimization
tests from the lassial Dixon-Szeg® problem sets. We hoose these two methods beause their
appliation in the proposed methodology must be laried.
Firstly, SD is a simple example of the deterministi methods, i.e. it always produes the same
result if it is started from a single point. Thus, the orresponding SPN does not ontain any
edge. In order to override this issue we propose here that upon starting from xS it is heked
if ∇f(xS) = 0, e.g. whether we start from a stationary point. (Pratially, this is tested by
heking if ‖∇f(xS)‖ < ǫ.) If xS is a stationary point then the following 'multistart' type
proedure is applied: give a small perturbation to xS and start SD from there; repeat this for,
say, 10 times. The resulting graph is shown on Figure 1. Note that for better visualization we
do not show all the dierent points found by SD, only with those with positive degree.
Seondly, DE is a population based method, i.e. it uses more than one point during its run.
Our proposed solution here is that the starting point xS is always inluded in the rst population
(and obviously the other points in the population are seleted randomly, as it is done in the
standard DE). Regarding the result, the onneted omponent of the graph produed by DE
ontains 665 nodes and 3848 edges. This ase shows that the resulting graph ontains muh
more verties than the number of loal/global minima of the funtion, whih indiates the need
for the introdution of further properties in the SPN, for example node weights.
Finally, we notie that the whole approah has partiular relevane for problems with multiple
loal minima. In that ase the resulting graph is expeted to be large enough for the analysis
by the network siene tools. Detailed results will be given in the full version of the paper.
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Figure 1. Stationary point network of SHCB using Steepest Deent method. Larger nodes represents higher
betweenness entrality value.
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